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ABSTRACT
This handbook is a rudiment which is expected 
to help any African, anxious to find the way of developing 
the maritime domain.
The African ports and coasts are crossing today 
a difficult period marked by a lack of modern equipments 
and qualified people .
The situation affects the safety of navigation 
and displays the countries to the danger of pollution .
The opening of the Regional Academy, the supply 
of new facilities and the conception of a new system of 
safety as UTf-IS (Vessel Traffic Management System) and 
Coastguard Administration for instance will permit to 
solve the problem and to bring the ports to international 
scope •
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PREFACE
Should I be permitted to express my plea­
sure for building this thesis.
This is a concret example of technical 
assistance to developing countries.
According to an old Japanese saying ;
” Better to tell someone how to fish than giving him a 
fish to satisfy his need for a day ,
This thesis is then an important contri­
bution to the promotion of the developing countries offe­
red by IIviD(International Maritime Organization) through 
The World Maritime University, therefore I can say without 
any exageration that all the concerned nations should 
orientate themselves to it as the necessary light for their 
growing ,
Finally ’there is no need to say every 
snterprise feels really flourishing when complying with 
all safety conditions; therefore I feel necessary to direct 
my thesis in safety domain, particularly safety related 
to navigation in port and coastal waters •
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c H A P T E R I INTRODUCTION
0 B'J ECTIUE OF THE REGIONAL
ACADEI^Y IN ABIDJAN AND
ITS CONNEXION TO SAFETY'
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1, INTRODUCTION
1.1 HOUi NECESSARY TRAINING IS !
Training is to take any disposition to secure 
the present and to guarantee the future. In other words 
it is to reach the ambition of a real independence,
1.2 DBJECTIWE OF THE REGIDMAL ACADEMY AND ITS CONNEXION 
TO SAFETY,'
1.2.1 U/HAT IS A REGIONAL I^IARITIi^E ACADE01Y FDR ?
That is for giving an important place to the 
sea in the wide program of the governors so that they 
will be able to manage better this sensitive property 
for the national construction,
1.2.2 THE IPIPORTANCE OF THE nARITiriE DOPIAIIM,
Sometime ago the sea was used either for fishing 
or as a means of transportation. With the industriali 
zation it has been shown that the sea could be used to 
other ends. For example most of the oil and its derivates 
which are used today are provided by the sea and the 
traditional fishing activities have been transformed 
to a modern industry. At last but not least important 
is the extension of the maritime activities to the fo­
reign trade.
These few examples show the very importance 
of the sea in the economical activities of the modern world. 
But to benefit from these resources it is necessary to 
have a high qualified personnel issued from an maritime 
school.
The maritime training represents a heavy respon­
sibility not easy to support even at the national level. 
It is quite convenient for developing countries
^3-
to gather, so that to divide this load for a common in­
terest. Therefore the Francophone countries of West and 
Central Africa found better to unify their efforts for 
establishing a Regional Academy in Abidjan,
1.2,3 THE FlARITinE ACADEFiY OF ABIDJAN.(Political view).
The maritime Academy of Abidjan has three main 
objectives:
1) To satisfy the needs of all the francophone countries 
of West and Central Africa with regard to the necessary 
personnel for the national maritime fleet, for the ma­
nagement of the ports and the maritime firms,
2) Each member country must be able by 1990 to ensure 
40^ of the transportation of the total volume of its 
foreign trade. All the counties have the same policy 
and all of them had ratified the convention on a code 
of conduct for liner conferences.
3) To improve the safety which will enable each country 
to protect its key sectors like the ports and its coas­
tal waters.
For example: The Maritime Academy of Abidjan will per­
mit to reach the big project for safety what is so cal­
led ”S A M A R P 0 L" meaning Maritime and Lagoon^ En­
vironment Authority,
Note: Before going into the subject let^ see uhat is
SAFETY ?
-5-
C H A P T E R .II
HOW TO INTRODUCE SAFETY
IN WEST AFRICA PORTS ?
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CHAPTER II ; HOUi^TD INTRODUCE SAFETY IN U/EST AFRICA PORTS ?
2.1 THE NOTION OF SAFETY .
U/e can say safety exists • when there is no 
feeling of risk, threat or danger in a given area, orga­
nization or affair. This refers to prevention and to an 
advanced plan,
2,? [^lARITINE SAFETY .
Safety as used to maritime activities should 
be understood as any action taken to protect maritime 
environment , enterprises from any damage or detriment. 
Today the maritime business is not affair for 
a particular part of the globe , With the industrializa­
tion it has become an international business, I mean all 
the points of the globe dealing with maritime business 
have influence on each other; Therefore I better found 
to look into the importance of the maritime safety in 
the world. With this idea I thing each african country 
concerned by this project will get a'good concept for 
better maritime safety management,
2.2.1 THE IPlPDRTANCE OF [ViARITIPIE SAFETY IN THE WORLD ,
Could a port be considered safe without taking 
into account the global safety aspect required by the 
international maritime activities ?
The immediate answer is NO,
The international dimension should be taken into account 
with regard of I n 0(International Maritime Organization) 
Convention,
An overview to the maritime traffic shows that :
The number of ships has increased considerably during 
the last decade,
— The size of ships has undoubtedly increased,
^— The volume of cargoes has increased too,
— More and more dangerous cargoes are shipped.
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To be really sensitive with this dramatic change and the 
■dangerous consequence, let's see a part of the interes­
ting lecture given at the World Maritime University(W |vi u) 
on the maritime environment protection by professor 
GUNNARD STU8BERUD,professor of WI'IU,
"Within the preceding span of less than two de­
cades, the world shipping scene has undergone a dramatic 
change.
In 1959, for example, there were about 36,000
ships pf 100 gross regltered tons and more, aggregating 
about 125 million grt.
Today the number of ships applying the same seas 
has Increased to about 70,000 and the total tonnage nou, 
exceeds 400 millions gross register tons. Quite obvious­
ly the density of shipping operations has increased in 
many sea lanes.
What is even more significant is the change in 
the composition of these ships.
The largest cargo vessel in operation during 1959 was 
universe APPOLO -of 104,520 deadweight tons.
In 1959 not one container ships,chemical carrier or gas 
carrier was in operation ,
Some of the cargoes which so many present-day 
ships carry are potentially most dangerous , And these 
vessels are not operated within the confines of a secu­
rity area as are factories ashore. These ships have to 
fnove from one part of the world to another and they have 
to be navigated in the same waters as are being used by 
other vessels. Maritime accidents in the earlier years 
were of different proportions. Loss of life has always 
been a very serious matter indeed. However, some mariti­
me accidents today are of disastrous proportions in other 
respects as well. In recent years we have unfortunately 
uJ^nessed a series of accidents involving loss of precious 
lives and tremendous pollution damage to oceans and beaches. 
Little wonder then that governments and people throughout 
the world..are. gravely concerned about the need for more
-8-
effective action to prevent maritime casualties and to 
eliminate the pollution of the seas and beaches from the 
operation of ships.
The amount of oil transported,by sea has increa­
sed by 700 per cent in little more than 20 years, from 
250 millions tons in 1954 to more than 1 ,.700 million tons 
in 1977. Most of this consists of crude oil which is ex­
ported from the country of origin to refineries in other 
locations,To carry this oil , the world^s fleet of tan­
kers has also grown. In 1954 the world tanker consisted 
of just under 3,500 ships totalling 37 million deadweight 
tons. By 1977 there were nearly 7,000 tankers in opera­
tion, totalling approximately 340 million dwt.
One feature of this expansion has been the great 
increase in the size of ships. The largest tanker in ser­
vice in 1954 was around 30,000 dwt; today there are se­
veral ships of more than 500,000 dwt.
Although the world tanker fleet generally has 
a good safety record , the fact that ships today are so 
much larger than they were 20 years ago means that .the 
consequences of an accident are potentially much greater 
as was showit by the TDRREY CANYON incident in 19B7 and 
the even greater AflOCO CADIZ disaster in 1978,
Experience has shown that such incidents can have 
serious effect upon the environment and marine life, da­
maging such important resources as fisheries and tourism 
for long periods.
Tanker accidents can happen almost anywhere. While 
oil is imported chiefly into the industrialized countries 
of Europe, Japan and North America, tanker routes pass 
to the coasts of many other countries. Winds and currents 
can move oil slicks large distances in relatively short 
time, and the consequences of a major spillage can be 
even greater in developing parts of the world, simply
-g-
because there are fewer resources for .dealing with them.
Another danger to the oceans (and to coastal states) 
comes from the cleaning operations carried out by crews 
of oil tankers. The tanks in which the oil is carried 
are normally cleaned while the ships is returning to the 
loading port. In modern ships the normal procedure is 
to use special machines which blast jets of high-pressure 
water on the tank sides removing the oily residues which 
are left after the oil has been unloaded. This procedure 
resulted in a mixture of oil and water forming at the 
bottom of the cargo tanks.
Some of the tanks are also filled with water 
on the return voyage, to make the ship low enough in the 
water for it to be properly mancEuvrable. The water used 
in this way also becomes contaminated with oily residues.
In other case, the mixture of oil and water has to be 
disposed of before that tanker can take on a fresh car­
go of oil, and in the past the normal practice was to 
pump this directly into the sea. For many years it has 
been recognized that the amount of oil being pumped into 
the sea is too great for the ocean to absorb, and a va­
riety of methods have been introduced in an attempt to 
eliminate the problem of what is normally termed "OPERA­
TIONAL POLLUTION" .
CRUDE OIL. SEABORNE TRADE 1981.
Haln inter-area ffloveoenta in million metric tonnea. (MMM ton- 
milea in braoketa.) Only main routea are abown* Area flgurea
The imiBortance of Ocean for Economy
IRON ORE. SEABORNE TRADE 1981.
. Main inter-area movementa in million matrlo tonbba. .(tffH ton- 
milea in braoketa.) Only main routea are ahown. Area figiitwa 
are totala Inoludlng amaller routea npt abown aeMU'ataly,"
Total trade 303 aUlUon tonnea, 
1308 IftM ('000 million) ton-miles 'Prepared by fieanileys , Oslo.
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Figure 2,2
III
I1
I
Removing oil spill needs equipment and technique
*c*.V;
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Figure 2,3
Processes taking place after an oil spill
Modified from Sprague T.B., Vandermuelen, J.H. and Wells, P.G., "Oil and Dispersants in Canadian Seas" (1981)
Figure 2..4
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An example of a typical oil spill response decision procedure 
(with particular reference to oil spill dispersants)
The overaXL analysis proves the importance of 
maritime safety in the world. That shows obviously that 
all the governments or coastal states are concerned in 
this; and to be sure they are safe,they have to establish 
safety organization and comply with the international 
conventions.
List of reference :
1. The United IMations convention on the law of the sea 
1982 ,
2. I M 0 publication "Tihe International Conference on 
tanker safety and pollution prevention 1978"
3. The International Convention for the prevention of 
pollution from ships, 1973 .
4. Protocol of 1978 relating to the international conven­
tion for the prevention of pollution from ships, 1973
Meanwhile, bear in mind that the efficiency of 
the result of any safety organization depends on the con­
trol by qualified personnel,
HOW TO FIND QUALIFIED PERSONNEL ?
No other way than training them in maritime Academy(in- 
agreement with STCW Convention) .
Note; We have seen the definition of the safety
Uie have seen the definition of the importance of 
the world maritime safety.
Now let's have a look of a picture of safety for 
significant orientation of our mind in this matter ,
15~
2.3 ILLUSTnATIDN DF THE SAFETY CONCEPT
The safety of a maritime enterprise can be com­
pared to the one which the bark performs on the central 
body of a tree.
Figure 2,-5
—
You can see how the essential part is protected !
So far we have talked about a maritime academy. 
We defined a maritime academy as a training centre. We 
know now the academy is supposed to support safety.
We already defined safety and now we are approaching the 
centre of interest of this subject. That means the
1 B.
application of navigation safety concept in a particular 
point like a port.
But before touching the essential point, a pro­
fane might ask : WHAT IS NAUIGATION SAFETY ?
For this purpose Navigation Safety will be taken to mean 
the knowledge of conducting moving objects along their 
Ways between two selected places on the earth, having 
in view that no risk to them and the environment during 
the passage,
2,A GLOBAL DEFINITION OF THE PORT,
As you know all the networks or systems of all 
the national activities meet each other in one important 
point what is so called port. That is why "FELIX HOUPHOUET 
BOIGNY", the president of the Republic of the Ivory-Coast 
said :
"The port is the economic lung of our country" •
Let's study the other definitions we can give to the port 
and analyse which suitable equipment it should be fitted 
in order to preserve regularly this precious patrimony,
I like much definition because I found it as the vector 
of the mind.
So, literally a port is considered as a channel 
of communication between a country and the rest of the 
world.
Beside'this definition one can find two other definitions:
The first one considers a port as a natural or 
artificial shelter for ships and having the request equip­
ment for loading and unloading ,
The second definition considers a port as a place 
of exchange between the internal and external trade.
All these three definitions lead us to the va­
lue of' a port and to consider which structure is approp­
riated for it and help the navigation in the context of
-17-
this thesis .
We know now the value of our subject: it is for 
the Academy to provide qualified people to improve safe­
ty in navigation concept in the port and its environment. 
The task now is finding strategy to cover the safety matter 
and to be able for good comprehension of its internatio­
nal requirements. In clear understanding we have to deal 
with all equipments necessary to meet safety requirement 
for navigational purpose,That calls a number of marine 
organisms and para-organisms involved in safety matter 
inside the harbour and the coastal waters.
The following organisms are concerned :
- Port administration authority,
- I'lerchant marine companies,
- I'laritime organisms,
- Fishing companies,
- Meteorological office,
- Hydrological office,
- Oceanographic office,
- Bathymetric office,
- Communication authority,
- Refinery company,
- Oil production company,
- Coast guard service ,
Let^s clarify or give a sens to all these elements 
by putting them in an Administrative chart, Fig2.6 page 18
2,5 ADMINISTRATIVE CHART OF A. PORT AUTHORITY ,
The experience in the maritime domain over ma­
ny years and the contact with the high qualifisd profes­
sors of the World Maritime University give me the vision 
to build a chart which I think convenient for the regio­
nal ports waiting for the solution of the safety matter 
through the Academy of Abidjan with in idea th® correct 
implimentation of I M 0 requirements.
Figure 2.6
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2.6 PORT AUTHORITY IN SAFETY ASPECT .
The principal axis of the port safety passes 
through the GENERAL DIRECTION which is the harbour brain. 
You are going to say the general direction is so busy 
with its environment as administration affair, building 
enterprises, suppliers, bank, insurance, cooperation with 
other ports, etc... that it has no time to face safety 
administration again, because there is safetyservice some­
where else.
Due to me I tell you frankly that dealing port 
management like this, is choosing the wrong way.I think 
a port direction and safety committee should work as a 
master and his captain on board; The captain is on charge 
of loading and unloading cargo plan but the master has 
his own cargo plan so that there is dialogue and the two 
persons can meet round table and clear the matter they 
are dealing. Assume again there is big fire on. board a ship 
in the harbour. This disaster may close the harbour for 
days and with consequences loss of gain. So you can see 
clearly that prevention is better than cure.
Thus the Director General shall know all the 
time the tendency of safety with the introduction of the 
new requirements and the proper implimentation,
I conclude that according to his full calendar 
a safety advisor is necessary for him. That should be 
his eye. The advisor should be a high qualified person 
well trained in maritime Academy,
2,6,1 SAFETY ADfllNISTRATTON COUNCIL,
This part is the head office of safety inside 
the harbour under the control of the port authority. It 
establishes design, equipment, operation, maintenance, 
information(imO publications), personnel and fire protec­
tion standars.
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2.6.1.1 THE OBJECTR/E,
The main objective is to establish an effective 
safety inside the harbour and act for its improvement. 
They must receive and impliment the IflO publications luith 
regard to prevention, protection, development of the ma­
rine environment and folloiu the protocol concerning com­
batting pollution in case of emergency,
2,6,1,2 ROLE.
The coverage of the safety administration coun­
cil inside the habour should extend to the coastguard 
authority. They have to play the role of the fire figh­
ting men at the interior of the harbour.
As you know the city fire fighting men don't 
know ujell the marine domain and its technical knowledges. 
For that reason there is a delay from the reaction.
The safety administration council must be ensured 
that all the ships coming into the port are operating 
on a safe uaterplane,
2.6,1;3 EQUIPP1ENT,
The equipment is very important for the harbour 
to be survived. The principal equipments are:
- Boats, launches,
- Fire fighting devices,
- Helicopter,
- Radar station,
- Radio communication station,
- Navigation room(updating harbour maps),
- I M 0 publication and documentation room ,
2.6,1,4 PERSONNEL ,
Outside the fire fighting training the personnel 
should maintain the uaterplane very clear and safe for
-22-
nauigation, I emphasize this point because Central and 
West Africa are timber exporter and very often a timber 
is floating somewhere and may be a source of danger for 
the ships. This effect is not easy for a person who has 
no maritime background to be detected rapidly.
Another point is the movement by boat in the 
harbour by the safety team. They should know in a scien­
tific way .their track on the map,They should be able to 
fix their position at every condition of weather. That 
incorporates knowledge of radar, map interpretation, the 
meaning of signals and beacons,communication based upon 
IMO standard marine vocabulary. Sometime, it is necessa­
ry to work on board ship which requires the knowledge 
of the ship structure and functions.
It appears clearly that is impossible with a 
safety staff in a habour to perform efficiently without 
a qualification from a maritime academy,
2,6,1,5 SOCIAL OUERWIEW,
Because the reputation of a port, that a bank provides 
the necessary finance.
Because the reputation of a port, that the insurance agrees 
to cover all the risks.
Because the reputation of a port, that the consignee and 
the supplier choose such port, for their business.
This notoriety is gained because the capital 
contribution of the safety administration, A port can 
loose its notoriety and its customer because of lack of 
safety which is itself the result of lack of well quali­
fied people.
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2,6,2 HARBOUR PIASTER'S OFFICE.
The harbour master's office, the managing direc­
tor of which is usually referred to an ex-captain on board- 
ship, is essentially responsible for piloting matters,
3ll services provided to ships(intelligence and supplies) 
as well as the implimentation of police regulatioa.
The department should encompass^;four parts as 
following:
1) Piloting office,
2) Ship Intelligence office,
3) Technic surveillance and simulation office,
4) Berthing service,
2,6,2,1 PILOTING OFFICE.
a) HISTORICAL OWERWlElii.
In the past a pilot might be a fisherman or a 
simple individual who has got deep knowledge or good ex­
perience of the areas leading to the harbour.
With the industrialization the government noticed natio­
nal interest involved in shipping industry,To protect 
this interest they think better to send a trained person 
to do this job. Since pilot became a state delegate sent 
as advisor of the master with deep knowledge of the har­
bour having the charge to bring the ship alongside with 
regard to safety aspect,
b) WHAT IS GOING ON WITH PILOTING TODAY IN SQPIE CQUMTRIE5 ?
In spite of the shipping evolution, the sophis­
ticated equipment on board and the rapid change of the 
ship size, some countries are keeping on recruiting pilots 
without appropriate qualification,That practice involves 
serious collisions and the consequences may affect the 
port for days even months, ' See Figure 2,9 page 30
and figure 2,10 page 31
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c) THE ROLE OF PILOT TODAY. '
The Port Authority should recognize that brin­
ging ship alongside is already a contribution to safety. 
But the role of pilot is not limited to that. The pilot 
today must be really effective for safety improvement 
in the port and coastal waters.In this context they should 
be able to carry out the following tasks:
-. Buoyage and lights control,
- Shape of marks control,
- Tide and current control,
“ Narrow water and shallow water effect control,
’ - Choice of the land mark,
- How the bearing or the aspect of the marks 
looklike from different positions,
- What are the leading lines,
- Radar detection control,
- Sounding control,
- At last but not least satellite navigation
control.
The informations should be sent to Topographic, 
Oceanographic, Bathymetric service and to the Information 
Processing Centre for updating the maps and for the impro­
vement of safety.
(i) LET^S SEE WHY THE CONTROL OF BUOYAGE.LIGHTS 
AND CURRENT ?
(1) BUOYAGE.
I
The efficiency of navigation will de­
pend on the position of the buoys. They are placed at 
the given position by the topographer with much care.
But with the time passing and the weather condition they 
(Day change position and be source of danger for the na­
vigation.
The colour of buoys should remained always significant.
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(2) IIVIPACT OF SHIPPING TECHNOLOGY TO BUOYAGE 
IN AFRICA .
In Africa, because of the tropical climate, 
some authorities hav/e neglected to equip certain buoys 
with reflector, racon and sound.
This conception was acceptable in the past. Today with 
the change of ship size which become bigger -and bigger 
this practice is no longer useful. The bridge is now higher 
located and very difficult from there to distinguish 
some buoys. And you know the seafarers are sailing on 
so many lines which consume a lot of energy of human 
being. The manoeuvrability of the ships has become deli­
cate, Sometime even no fog but you may meet torrential 
rain during rainseason reducing the visibility, Moreover 
West African coasts are very often in a straight line 
and not good reflector.
For all these reasons I think it is necessary 
to equip some buoys with reflector to ensure the safety 
of navigation.
Generally speaking equiping something is good; 
but this constitutes one side of our work. The other side 
is the training of the operator or user to get acquain­
tance, The connexion of both side will contribute in 
efficient way the establishment of safety,
(3) LIGHTS,
The lights are means of nightly or rest­
ricted visibility navigation, A sufficient height and 
good range help better the navigator. They shall have 
the adequate intensity so that to be visible at a suffi­
cient range.
The lights must be exhibited from sunrise to 
sunset in restricted visibility and may be exhibited in
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all other circumstances when it is deemed . If any lights 
'axe lost or extinguished, they mustbe replaced or repai­
red as soon as possible* They shall comply with the in­
ternational standard,
CURRENT ■
The development of a country involves 
an increasing number of floatting appliances or ships 
frequenting the port which you know is^a very delimita­
ted pool and as consequence the operation area becomes 
smaller to accomodate all the ships. In addition to that 
let's incorporate the different currents which drift the 
ships from the track.
The techniques used to solve these problems are 
taught in the maritime academy, therefore recruiting a 
profane for pilot work is a source of danger for naviga­
tion.
2,6,2.2 SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE OFFICE ^ 
a) ROLE.
This part takes charge of the planning of ships 
positions whether alongside quay or at anchorage.
Any movement of a ship depends on this planning:
Waiting outside,
Going to berth or 
Going to anchorage.
This office is dealing with important interests; 
the port and the ship,It means we are managing two con­
siderable interests encompassing two essential points: 
Safety and economy.
The best result shall call necessary,a goog team.
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b) THE STAFF.
The staff composed of officers is responsible 
not only for the movement of the ships but to ensure the 
implimentation of all the national and international mea­
sures as :
- ship stability,
- control of the crew certificates etc...
Sometime the ship capsize even inside the harbour
because of bad stability due to bad stowage of cargo.
The Swedish Ro-Ro/passenger ship ”ZEN0BIA", owned by the 
Nordb Shipping company of Malmd illustrates well the case.
The ship left Koper in Yugoslavia on I'^ay 30, 1980 
for Tartous in Syria, Just after midnight on June 2, the 
ship heeled over to port very quickly setting the cargo 
in motion. After the heeling the ship had a list of about 
AO degrees to port, (The Swedish Maritime Investigation 
Commission).ZENOBIA, figure 2,8 page 28
The control of crew certificates and self acquain 
tance of the ship stability in port by the harbour offi­
cers will ensure the safety of navigation and the appro­
priate knowledge needed for ship handling.
According to the interest involved in shipping 
the staff of SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE OFFICE should be com­
posed of officers having navigation qualification as 
background. The practice of recruiting personnel without 
sea time should be put.out.
For your comprehension : A driver with engine 
technique background, and an ordinary driver.
Who ie efficient ? Who are you going to choose?
It appears obviously that the first one will 
be convenient for your lorry; isn't it ?
Figure 2,.B
REQUIREMENTS ON CARGO 
^ SECURING TO MINIMIZE CASUALTY RISKS
m
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2,6,2,3 TECHNIC SURl/EILLANCE AMD Slf-IULATION 5ERI/ICE .
This division concerns the technic surveillance 
of ‘the ship from the follou/ing points:
- The coastal water,
- The fairway,
- The river,
- The harbour.
The datas are sent to the pilots for their per­
sonal knowledge and then classified at the information 
service.
a) lYlATERIAL ,
The radar station is convenient for this 
purpose when it is correctly emploied.
The radar surveillance is an appreciable assistance to 
the navigation in various circumstances particularly 
when the traffic is dense and in restricted visibility,
ti/ith simulation followed by a good passage 
planning many problems could be avoided
See figures 2,9 page 30, fig 2,10 page 31, fig 2,11 p 32 
(i) EUOLUTIOIM OF RADAR Il\i' WEST AFRICA.
The traditional radar established 
in the West Africa coast has not been developed since 
the colonial period.In some ports it is missing. Some­
where else you may find it in a deterioration state or 
out of work because of lack of operator and neglect. 
Here, in this pai;t of the African continent, the usage - 
of the radar is decreasing; However it is increasing 
in developed countries with regard of IMO Recommendation 
concerning performance and limitation of equipment.
So there is no doubt that the radar has proved
,.-r^ ■'af-rt- ■•'rLjr'J zjC'' -t»4Z.
~3D-
Figure 2,-9
The accident-struck ALMO-BRIDGE
between the KSllo island and the Almo island
in the fairway to Uddevalla (The pilot lost the track)
— J
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1.SPA
M/S STAR ci,]PI'k:R in Almo channel 
SiimiLated passage of the channel 
{autcmatic steering) with no outer 
disturbances (about 7 knots)
J?'MiK.
Figure 2,11
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itself and continues its improuement with the introduc­
tion of the electronic techniques.The echoes have been 
improved and the operation has become excellent.
The innovation again is the possibility 
to collect datas from different radar stations and ana­
lyse the informations in one room.
U/hat a big step towards the safety !
That is to conclude that the usage of the radar in the 
harbour, fairways, river etc... appears indispensable 
with a qualified personnel.
(ii) SH^ULATION.
Investigations to determine the causes 
of casualties at sea reveal that nearly 80% are attribu­
table to human error..The right action is not taken at 
the right time.
The question is: HDW TO IPIPROVE THE PERFORMANCE OF A
MAN ?
The answer of course, is training.
The training up to now has been a traditional 
one. I mean not to close to the realistic.
The new technique is getting into the realistic with the 
introduction of SIMULATION as training tool.
(1) UJHAT IS SIMULATION ?
Simulation in navigation
or technically speaking is art of bringing out as real 
some or all situations that the navigator may face at 
sea. In other words it is a kind of approaching the sea 
to the interested people and assess all the facts.
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(2) IMPACT OF SinULATION IN THE RARITIP1E COi^mUNITY ,
The development of the maritime indus­
try with the increasing of ship size has involved serious 
casualties recently with serious consequences as AMOCCO 
CADIZ case: impact on the population and loss of tremen­
dous sea resources etc...
The reflexion on these problems obliged IMO to 
send rapid message to the governments and all maritime 
organizations to find an adequate solution for minimizing 
maritime risks.
The arrival of simulation is the answer which satisfies 
entirely this message.But the improvement of the results 
will depend on the periodic training because the mariti­
me industry is on continous evolution. Therefore the pi­
lots be involved regularly in simulation training.
It is hoped that this technique will decrease 
the severe risks in maritime domain and its environment. 
Successful results have been recorded in developed coun­
tries. Why not in Africa?
Simulation figures (see the two following pages 35 &3B)
2,6,2.4 BERTHING SER\;ICE(RQDRING) ,
That is a team composed of selected people under 
the control of an harbour officer designated to assist 
the mooring of the ships alongside the berth.
The good practice is the correct preparation of all means 
and services incorporated in the mooring manoeuvre.
The experience illustrates that this job suffers 
of lack of competency caracterized by a slowness and an 
absence of communication. As a matter of fact I observed 
during thirteen years of my sea time a perpetual delay 
in the execution of the mooring created by a bad quali-
Ship is equipped with radar and/or ARPA, 
and engine control as the only real instru 
such a basis each own ship may be 
ily realistic bridge.
visual CGI subsystems.
Noise generator
Simulation
Echo fading 
White noise
Radar/mutural interference 
Seaclutter
Precipitation clutter______
co
4JraiHO
E
•Hto
I
tntoI
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In the near future all ships of 10.000 
Gross Tons (or larger) must have a 
collison-avoidance system. DataBridge 
7 conforms to IMCO recommendations, 
MARAD Standard (USCG) and 
Norwegian Maritime Directorate. 
DataBridge 7 contains 3 generations of 
our expertise and 10 years of 
experience in Navigation and Collision- 
avoidance systems for ships, schools 
and offshore.
DataBridge 7 for
□ collision warning
□ positioning and navigation
□ traffic assessment
□ trial manoeuvre
□ complete search area control, 
not just conventional guard rings
□ fairway control for “off track” 
warning
DataBridge 7 
the most versatile 
ARPA* system on 
the market
*Automatic Radar Plotting Aid
Figure 2.13
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fication of the shore team. As facts there are small errors 
but generating great prejudices.
Thus number of damages linked to those facts 
have been recorded :
- damage to the quay,
- damage to' the hull,
- damage to the bout,
- damage to the lock,
-■ sometime foul of propeller( see figure 2,14 below)
The assessment of the situation shows that: 
Very often we face the danger 'simply because th.e moor 
given by the ship has not been taken at the right time 
or misunderstanding of communication.
Anchor chain wrapped around Dan Mover's propeller shaft
/
a) IMPACT DF THE BAD QUALIFICATION OF THE [VIOORIIMG 
TEAfl INTO THE RUNNING OF THE PORT.
- Loss of the reputation of the port,
- An owner may refuse a contract related to such port
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because it involves heavy repairs,
2.6,3 LIGHTHOUSES AND BEACONS DIUISIDN ,
This division is responsible for the management 
of the lighthouses and beacons ,
2,6,3,1 li/HAT IS LIGHTHOUSES AND BEACONS SERVICE F0R_?
That for the physic representation meaning that 
the dangers of a channel are known and limited.
The beacon service has the same importance than 
the rules of the road.
This importance for the navigator and the safety 
concept is the precision of the position and the unifor­
mity of that position on the map. The characteristics 
of the beacons must be scrupulously respected. The main­
tenance of buoys and lights should be strict. Regular 
monotoring should be carried out.The chain of the buoys 
should be well ajusted to avoid the propeller to be wrapped, 
(see figure page 37-2,14)
In that manner the relation between ship and its 
consignee is well done. And as you know that is very im­
portant for a country which has a lot of tonnages to 
export and import,
2.6.3.2 ADl/ANTAGE OF LIGHTHOUSES AND BEACONS SERUICE,
1) The ship is under shelter,
2) The transport cost may be partly reduced,
2.6.3.3 THE RELATIONSOF LIGHTHOUSES AND BEACONS SERVICE.
The Lighthouses and Beacpns Division must coope­
rate with the Land Survey Unit and other international
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Lighthouses and Beacons Service like I A L A(lnternatio- 
nal Association of Lighthouses Authority) in France in 
order to satisfy entirely the national and foreign ships 
upon the international rules,
2,6,3,4 HDhJ TO BE ENSURE THAT THE UiORK OF SUCH BEACON 
□R LIGHT IS PROFITABLE ?
The simple formula is to make a periodic 
check of bearing from different vieuj(position) and some­
time ask the captain what is their opinion about such 
situation.
This method is useful for ajustingthe phase 
of a beacon or a light,
2,5,4 LAND SURVEY UNIT,
2.6.4.1 GENERALITY,
A big part of navigation safety is based 
upon this department.
As a matter of fact this department is res­
ponsible for the building of the sea charts,As you know 
no vessel can move somewhere'without a correct sea chart 
whether at sea or in the harbour.
It appears then the sea chart is one of 
the important pieces in the navigation activity and con­
sequently to the improvement of safety,
2.6.4.2 ROLE DF THE LAMP SURWEY UNIT,
The essential preoccupations of this activity 
are orientated in the following areas:
- Protection of the seabed and the land configuration, 
this protection should be consisted of the investigation
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of all dangers lay on the seabed. For example: wire, chains, 
rocks and all other materials susceptible .to be cause 
of risk for a ship,
- Investigation of dangerous zones.
They have to clarify the anchorage zones and 
the non-anchorage zones,
- Defining the position of the beacons and lights,
- Investigation and position of wrecks,
- Collection of datas coming from Oceanographic, hydro­
graphic, Bathymetric Service and the results of casual­
ty investigation reports,
- Uniformity of datas,
- Translation of some datas to comprehensive symbols 
based upon international requirements,
- Once having all the informations they should built a 
good map with a good writing,
2,6,4,3 COMPOSITION OF THE STAFF,
Considering the importance of the map.
Considering the considerable interest involved in shipping 
activity.
Considering the rapid change of the maritime environment. 
And bearing in mind that nothing in this world could be 
undertaken without human being,
I find necessary that people dealing with this field 
should be well trained,
2,5,5 HYDROGRAPHY, OCEANOGRAPHY AND BATHYFIETRIC DIWISIOIM,
2,6,5,1 HYDROGRAPHY,
In this paper Hydrography is taken to be 
the study of the sea maps.
The different sizes of the maps are studied 
and the suitables are provided according to the need.
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location and motivation are chiefly useful in this ser­
vice,The service is dealing with a reproduction of a part 
of the earth,Thus the concordance is obligatory,The ser­
vice should be runuiith an equipment of high precision. 
Several checks should be done before the publication of 
the map,Make easy the map work by appropriate use of co­
lours and the quality of the paper.
Having worked for many years at sea I observed 
that some maps included difficulties of usage, among 
others; - difficulty to erase
~ deterioration of the chart after some times^'J''*^
2,B.5,2 OCEANOGRAPHY.
In this paper Oceanography Service refers 
to the study of;
- current,
- wave,
“ tide,
- salinity, temperature,
- sediment transport,
- silt.
Let's study what happens if a ship is submitted 
by one of the above situation,
a) INFLUENCE OF THE SEA ENVIRONMENT DIM A SHIP,
(i) CURRENT.
The current is the displacement of the 
water from one point to another on a long distance gene­
rally,The current has various origins,It might be crea­
ted by: - a volcanic eruption,
- difference of temperature,
- difference of salinity,
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- the configuration of the seabed,
(ii) U/Al/E, ‘
That is the horizontal movement of the 
u/aterplane caused by the attraction of the stars(moon 
and sun).
(iii) TIDE,
That refers to the vertical movement 
of the uiaterplane caused by the stars(moon and sun),
U/hat is important is ue notice in every 
case the movement of the sea derives any floating objects. 
Then an advanced study of those phenomenes should be the 
master occupation of oceanographers.
As a matter of fact number of ships run 
aground because deriving,In the West African coast 
(in Ivory Coast),a ship named "DORA” grounded in 1970 
by' ‘ the wave movement.
In the West African coast the amplitude 
of the tide is not so high(0.,60m/2m) but sensitive,
A remarkable area known for that sensitivity where ships 
should sail with great precaution is Guinea coast, A ship 
named St ANN run aground there and since a buoy named 
St ANN is placed in this area to warn navigators.
Number of fishing boats grounded too because they don't 
know nothing about the current situation,
(iv) SALINITY.
Salinity of each zone should be known 
because it is an important element for the ship trim 
calculation and consequently a condition of the arrival
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to next port,
Let^s know simply when a ship arrives to sea 
the buoyancy decreasesj when it comes into fresh water 
the buoyancy increases,As a matter of fact the loading 
of a ship will depend on these two condition; Increase- 
ment and decreasement of buoyancy and consequently the 
stability should 'be affected,
(\j) TEPIPERATURE.
The temperature should not a negligible 
element. It contributes so much in so many corrections 
and improves finally the security of the ship,
(vi) SEDIflENT TRANSPORT.
It is interesting to know that the sea­
bed relief is not stable and that may change the confi­
guration of the content of the chart.
Thus qualified and motivated people with 
mpdern equipment should work carefully and improve the 
precision of the elements of the charts.
Prevention concerning earthquake should be carried out, 
even in West Africa. Notice that we were surprised by 
Conakry seism in Guinea in 1983 with considerable dama­
ges • That can affect considerably the seabed ; It 
may introduce and modify the currents. You see clearly 
that the captain may deal with wrong information on map 
work when it is not correctly revised.
The ultimate goal is to prevent all these situa­
tions and supply clarified informations,
‘ (vii) SILT,
The silt itself is an unfavourable 
element for anchorage. The nature of the seabed .should
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be explored seriously and well defined on the chart.
•The anchorage zones should be well defined.
In addition to the influence.of the sea environ­
ment to the ship , the port authority should be able to 
assist the ship coming into the port domain by the pro­
per assessment of the encounter situation.
That means for; a particular area ,
how many times or how long a vessel with a given speed 
could feel to be underpressure in an hour ?
Such situation might create collision and a proper know­
ledge about the distribution- of the ships (encounter 
situation) by a master could help to reduce the stress 
in coastal and port waters where the risk of collision 
is high.
The figure of Doctor E.n,GOODWIN, head of mathe­
matic department , London Polytechnic, shows that when 
the speed is reduced ,the encounter is high, therefore 
ATTENTION must be paid in port and approaching port.
The coast should be fitted with modern equipment inclu­
ding Vessel Traffic management System (VTms),
Encounter situation, figure page 45-2,15 ,
2.6.S.3 BATHYmETRIC DIVISION.
This department could be a division of Hydrograp­
hic or Oceanographic service. They are responsible for 
plotting the depths.
The depth is an important factor in harbour de­
velopment and navigation. The ships with important draugth 
Cannot entry to the port because challow water problem.
And sometimes you have to stop the loading because chal­
low water problem,
a) HOW TO SOLVE BATHYmETRiC PRDBLEm IN DEVELO-
PING COUNTRY ?
£. M. GOODWIN, W. C. P. LA/-^^ AND J. r>lKEMP
; Collision in<lex for the Sunk are« showing effects of 
i(>eed restrictiiM)
If it is now Assumed that ctt and A have the same values for other 
types of encounter, then given two foctors A' and J5' for overtaking 
encounters, say, we have the collision probabili^ in this case as
C, «. a,(A'+AB').
If — r.Jr- _ f A j. ARS/f A' j. Tn determine Cm/C„ it
situations can ~be combineT and then the indices for the encounter 
situations summed to produce a total collision index.
For the Sunk area the followii^ figures were obtained
i.*7i weighted encounters/hour 
l*o6 
o*8o 
0*41
4*98
Overtaking
Meeting
Crossing
Merging
Total
s. USES OF THE COLLISION RISK INDEX. Considerably more 
work needs to be carried out on the collision risk index, and in foct 
Lamb is already continuing with it and has further modifications com* 
pleted. -The actual values produced are not absolutes but need to be seen 
in comparison with other similar values. Validation with collision data is 
itself veiyr difficult because, as mentioned earlier, collision data refer 
usually to a period of years during which time situations change. However, 
as a comparative measure, particularly within one area, the uses of the 
collision index may be seen readily.
One of the major purposes of building a mathematical model in this 
study was then to compare the results obtained by looking at su^ested 
theoretical ways of regulating marine traffic. Figure g shows the effect on 
the collision index if ships were asked not to exceed a maximum speed. 
Another form of restriction might be to suggest that ships kept to the 
starboard side of a central line down on each route. The value of the total 
index here is about 4* i, a reduction of nearly 2 o per coit from the previous 
figure.
6.^UMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. A number of measures have 
bem discussed for quantifying marine traffic safety, and there are 
practical uses for each of them.
Navigator Workload may be measured in terms of the number of 
potential ^encounters in a given area, where a potential encounter is 
counted every time there is a situation in which a domain infringement 
would occur if neither of the two ships involved took avoiding action. It 
is not necessarily true that a greater number of potential encounters 
indicates a greater risk of collision since navigators may compensate for 
increased workloads by increased care and attention, whilst low work* 
loads may induce lack of vigilance and decreased wat^hkeeping efficiency. 
In foct it would generally appear that there is little correlation between 
encounter rates and collision rates.
A more comprehensive and more sensitive measure of workload is the 
Index ot Orderliness, which takes account not only of an oicounter
• - • ------------- *--
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Dredging is a solution for port development.
But if the port has not the full capacity to get its own 
dredger,it seems far that a joint venture system as 
economical solution can help African countries.
Joint venture is a kind of cooperation betiueen ports for 
using an expensive material and minimizing the cost.
For this point of view I should emphasize that 
cooperation between countries and between ports could 
lead to fill the gap and improve safety,
2,6,6 COMFlDN FACTOR FROn LAND SURl/EY UNIT, HYDROGRAPHY, 
OCEANOGRAPHY, BATHYrOETRIC DIUISIDN,
What comes to mind as common factor for the sa­
fety concept is obviously ACCURACY,
2,6,6,1 REACHING ACCURACY,
Two factors could permit to reach accuracy:
- High qualified people,
- ['lodern equipment.
The concept of qualification could be solved 
by training personnel in maritime academy or in approp­
riate institution,
A modern equipment should be carried out and 
sometime comparison should be done for displaying some 
corrections. However some developing countries seem not 
following this rule. Facilities put in place during the 
colonial period were rapidly wearing out and research 
operation curve dropped down,.
For example a terrible current not yet investi­
gated exists between San—Pedro (second port of Ivory Coast) 
and Abidjan, That current with direction Abidjan/San-Pedro 
and speed not yet knowrr. is very strong and can delay the
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ship for an hour,
I draw attention again that human factor is re­
cognized as the importance cause of risk(80^ of casual­
ties), therefore motivation of trainees and financing 
equipment should be the basic thought of any development 
program of West Africa countries.
2.6.7 >1ETEDR0LDGY DlyiSlON.
Among the several services rendered to the ship, 
the meteorology belongs to the notorious one.
a) WHAT IS [VIETEOROLOGY AND WHAT IS THEIR SERVICE 
FOR ?
In this context meteorology should 
be considered to be a study of the atmospheric conditions 
related to the ship motion.
The sea covers the 3/4 of the earth 
and remains the most sensitive part to the atmospheric 
conditions. What should draw our attention is the consi­
derable force developed by the sea mass in motion which 
remain^uncheckable in major cases.And the recorded con— 
sequencies are disastrous.
Here are some recent figures from Lloyd's weekly casualty 
reports.
PRESS ASSOCIATION: BAD WEATHER IN SOUTH-WEST ENGLAND.
London, February 15th 1985.
Winds of up to 75 mph lashed the west country, 
leaving a trail of damages on land and at sea.West Corn­
wall was the worst affected, hit by blizzards,and gales 
caused havoc in Falmouth harbour, where two yachts and
a fishing vessel sank and other boats were badly damaged 
■ after being swept from their moorings.
LLOYD'sAGENTS; BAD WEATHER IN MALAGA AREA
Malaga, February 21st 1985,
Spanish oceanographic vessel NAUCRATES, length 
overall 24,6 m, ran aground near Estepona as a result 
of heavy storm.
Wind easterly, force 10, Of seven creui members, 
one drowned and one disappeared.
Minor damage sustained by quays at Estepona Marina also 
number of vessels.
Seaside bars have been destroyed and in some areas a num­
ber of houses were flooded,In some places in East side 
of Malaga province seawater penetrated crops,
TYPHDN "AGNES",
London, February 20th 1985.
Information received from Manila, da­
ted January 29th 1985, states: The owners of Ro-Ro/ferry 
DONA JOSEFINA state that the vessel grounded at Roxas 
city harbour on November 5 and was refloated on November 9,
CYCLONE "OSCAR",
LLOYD'S AGENTS note MU/KEKANUI grounded at the entrance 
to Suva harbour during cyclone"0SCAR" in March 1983,
BALTIC SEA FROM SWEDISH NEWS AGENCY TETE,
Oskarshamn, February 15th 1985,.
Ro-Ro/Ferry GOTLAND, with 100 passengers
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on board,was strick in the ice in the baltic at night,
HEAVY RAII\I IN NORTH ISLAND(NEW . ZEALAND).
Wellington,•February 17th 1985.
Four people died when seuerall areas 
of New Zealand's North Island were devasted by heavy rain 
and floods overnight,Caravans were floating through streets 
in resort towns and there was one report of a campsite 
swept to sea,Boulders and 30 cm of water covered the main 
street , shops and houses were damaged and several areas 
evacuated.
The figures illustrate that meteoro­
logy needs again an appreciable study. The governments 
must concentrate much efforts to improve the performance 
and the quality of this service. Each port must consider 
itself as one element of the meteorology information 
chain.
In West Africa particularly the meteo­
rology service shall perfectly provide to all ships along­
side and at anchorage as well as to those in coastal waters 
correct informations(raining for instan'ce) sothat to assist 
them in their movement.
b) IN WHICH CONDITIONS THE WEST AFRICAN FIETEORD- 
LOGY SERVICE CAN EFFECTIVELY ASSIST THE SHIPS ?
Although West Africa is concerned with 
a tropical climate,. I think any meteorologic service should 
not only cope with the local need but extend the scope 
its activity to the need outside the tropics,To reach 
this idea the service should embody the following means;
- introduction of new equipments as: satellite 
navigation concept, facsimile, etc,.,
- motivation of the environment people for col-
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lecting regular datas from ships,
- at last but not least training people.
Training people in this concept should embody 
maritime men sothat to be efficient,! emphasize the in­
sertion of seamen because they know better the value of 
the ship,
2,6,8 SALVAGE TUGGING,
2,6,8,1 UTILITY AND REPLACEMENT OF THE OLD TUGS,_
One of the most effective pillar in harbour na­
vigation is Salvage Tugging Service and consequently 
effective improvement of safety.
In fact, in a harbour the ship has its mancajvre 
capability reduced because that is the final or departure 
point of the journey, and because the harbour is a limi­
ted area. In addition to that the following factors are 
remarkable:
- The traffic density,
- The number of ships alongside,
- The currents,
- The environment.
It appears clearly that the control power of 
the ships in manoauvre situation in harbour is unsatisfac­
tory, This weakness must be covered by the assistance 
of tugs.
Another interesting question to cover in order to satis­
fy the safety in harbour is the size of the ships compa­
red to the tugs power. As a matter of fact the develop­
ment of the maritime transport shows that the ship size 
becomes more and more enormous.
It is convenient to have an adequate power of tug to ma­
nage port mancttjvres. This brings one^ s to think over the 
choice of tugs, the characteristics and chiefly the
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replacement of the old tugs.
As the port is developing, the number of ships 
increase • This increase needs an increment of tugs num­
ber, not only for handling ordinary services but to be 
ready to face an eventual fire in the harbour,
2,6,8,2 DO liJE NEED ANOTHER STAFF ELSE THAN SEAflEN IN 
SALVAGE TUGGING SERVICE ?
Tugging service consists in manoaivring in the 
harbour. To tow for long distance is infrequent. But that 
doesn't set up a reason to employ a staff without seaman 
knowledge background. The interests involved are important 
and require a necessary maritime training,
2.6,9 COIVUVI UNI CATION DEPARTf^ENT,
Any fatest piece of land stays barren if not 
irrigated. The enterprise with the most valuable colla­
borators could not reach the harmonious and effective 
running without good communications.
At the same technical value, a collaborator will 
better success and will render best services to his 
undertaking if he knows how to ensure good communication 
with his bosses, his colleagues, his subordinates,
2,6,9,1 liJHAT IS COl^inUNICATION ?
To communicate is a difficult art. To know how, 
to communicate is to know how to transmit his thought 
to another with comprehension and acceptance; In other- 
words is to perceive the thought of the other people with 
comprehension and acceptance.
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—liJHAT IS CO|yi[ViUf\ilCATIOM IN IVIATITI^TE D0I>1AII\I FOR ?
Today, even more than.in the past, communication 
remains a precious tool. Various forms have been developed 
according to different applications; By voice, letters, 
telegram, telex, telephone, interphone, talky-ioalky, 
facsimile and recently satellite plus computer.
That is to say efforts have been done; However- 
It should be desirable to undertake other efforts in 
specific area like maritime domain where safety must be 
fully respected and be promoted significantly.
As a matter of fact loss of important interests 
has been observed due to lack of comprehensive communi­
cation. Among the others let's quote the following:
- Loss of total ship ,
“ Loss of cargoes,
- Loss of men,
“ Loss of good contracts,
- Grounding,
- f'listake of anchorage,
- Explosion,
“ Injuries, etc...
Thus, it has been established human factor is 
the principal cause. HOW IS IT SO ?
I think what is essential in communication, 
should be categorized in three parts;
“ Formulae of the language,
- Rapidity,
“ Value and comprehension.
Unfortunately the three conditions are not 
achi.Bved' very often. .
To overcome these deficiencies and to assist in the 
greater safety of navigation and for the conduct of ships;
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im has developed the " STANDARD MARINE NAVIGATIONAL 
VOCABULARY ” and intends to introduce by 1990 "FGMDSS" 
meaning Future Global Maritime Distress and Safety System.
One application is underway with a limited scope in the 
port of Holland to control Rotterdam port traffic"VTMS", 
Vessel Traffic Management System,
This system is to establish radar at the area 
where heavy traffic and collect datas. The informations , 
are analysed quickly and send back to the ships in order 
to assist them in their various movements. There is pos­
sibility to record informations and replay,
I strongly advice this remarkableVto many ports 
even in Africa for promotion of safety,
Rotterdam VTMS(figures page 54; 55; 56; 57 ,)
2,6,9.3 SOME EQUIPMENT FOR THE PERSONNEL,
The principal equipment concerning the manoajvre 
of ships are;
- Talky-walky,
- Interphone,
- VHF,
- Telephone,
But we should not forget that human factor is 
the most important in training aspect to carry out all 
these equipments and other matters related to communication,
2,7,1 INFORMATION DEPARTMENT,
For this purpose Information Department will 
be taken to mean all of the elements of statistic, natio­
nal and international regulations, publications and other 
documents stored in an accessible room with a view to 
later or right consultation so that to assist the deci­
sion maker.
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Uessel Traffic Management System
Figure 2.16
luring phase one of the development 
jrogramme.
rhe two large-scale graphic displays 
3f 50 cm diameter, at the centre of the 
work-station, present computer- 
aenerated pictures of the traffic, 
these pictures are derived from 
several radars. Each radar is 
connected to an automatic tracking 
system which derives the relevant 
data from the radar-video. The output 
of all the tracking systems is 
processed in the Data Handling 
System by a Multi Radar Tracking 
processor. The result is a clear 
picture in which all vessels are shown 
drawn to scale with a minimum 
symbol-size of 1 by 3 mm. The integri­
ty of the presented data is very high. 
Experiments with a prototype of the 
tracker mentioned earlier have shown, 
that accurate and reliable data can be 
obtained from each radar. The Multi 
Radar Tracking processor fills in 
shadow areas of one radar, using 
data from another radar, and ensures
suppression of ghost echos.
Apart from the computer-generated 
picture, the raw-radar information is 
also available on the displays.
During the VHF-radio transmission of 
vessels on the seaward approaches, 
bearing lines are drawn on the display 
indicating the bearing of the vessel as 
measured by the Radio Direction 
Finding receivers (RDF) placed along 
the Dutch coast near the Hook of 
Holland, on the island of Schouwen 
and to the north of SCheveningen. The 
lines intersect on the symbol of the 
vessel allowing positive identification 
to be made.
A communication system integrates 
the various forms of voice 
communication (mariphone, 
mobilophone, telephone) to ensure 
quick and easy communications 
between ail participants. The work­
station also contains TV-monitors that 
display various areas which are 
covered by closed-circuit television 
cameras.
. The new style Traffic 
Attendant’s work-station in the result 
of the efforts of various organiza­
tions. Hoilandse Signaalapparaten 
has supplied the technology; the 
Institute for Perception has insured 
that the lay-out and design of the 
controls are In accordance with the 
principles of human engineering.
The console contains large display- 
screens of 50 cm diameter. Consider­
able ingenuity was required to com­
bine everything and yet stiil allow the 
Traffic Attendant to have a clear view 
from his chair
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Vessel Traffic Management System
Figure 2.17
The organisation of the at- 
rst-aight simple traffic management 
fstem as it will operate at 
otterdam in a few years time
I
DirUzMager 
Fire Brigade 
Rijnmond 
Meteu Inst.'
Disaster Cont.
('ustoms
Police
Slt:\edores
Ship Agents
Coordinating
Committee
skippers and dangerous goods 
inspectors were represented. We 
found that these meetings made 
individuals much more aware of one 
another's problems and created an 
environment in which the necessary 
compromises could be made.
During phase 2, work on technical 
elements of the system continued. A 
prototype tracker was developed and 
the basic traffic model, which had 
been developed during phase 1, was 
extended. An extensive radar survey 
was m,ade to determine the proper 
location of the future radar 
installations and a telecommuni­
cations plan was developed.
l.mesmcn
Tugboats
I
At the same time, the policy-settefs 
commented on the organizational and 
administrative aspects of the 
proposals. Finally, a version of the 
Baseline emerged which was 
acceptable to all groups, although 
some operational groups consider 
certain choices, such as the number 
of manned traffic control centres, to 
be second best. This is, of course, 
inevitable where the wishes of various 
groups with very different tasks and 
responsibilities must be fulfilled. 
Finalization of the Baseline in 
September 1980 brought many years 
of discussions to an amicabie end. 
During phase 2, there was a gradual, 
and very effective, shift from 
theoretical concepts developed by
contractors to solutions based on the 
practical knowledge of experienced 
operational personnel. It is considered 
unreasonable to expect operational 
personnel to perform the systems- 
analysis tasks needed to found a 
sound system. On the other hand, it 
would be rash to ignore the fact that 
the most knowledgeable people, with 
regard to V/TMS, are those who 
actually make the present system 
work. Our approach was to formulate 
a properly considered proposal, 
based on the results of the studies, 
and to allow operational personnel to 
criticise it extensively. Discussions 
were held in meetings in which the 
various operational groups such as 
traffic planners, pilots, patrol vessel
The organization
As mentioned earlier, the 
organizational structure will change as 
little as possible. Various existing 
organizations will continue to perform 
their traditional tasks as part of a total 
organizational network. However, the 
responsibilities and interrelations will 
be formalised in working agreements 
so that the individual tasks and re­
sponsibilities will always remain clear 
even under exceptional circumstances. 
At the heart of the VTMS, we find the 
Harbour Coordination Centre (HCC) 
where overall traffic control and traffic 
planning are performed. Here, person­
nel prepare plans, on the basis of 
information supplied by ship-brokers 
and stevedores so that, when a vessel 
arrives at the edge of the operational 
area or is prepared to depart, it can
Uessel Traffic Management System
Figure 2.18
3 R D F
HYDROMETEO
C.C. TV ,
7 locations
DATA HANDLING SYSTEM
hv.h 4 X dual
configuration
WORK STATIONS 
18 in TC's 
3 in HOC 
(including
72 DHS terminals)
50 DHS terminals
COMMUNICATIONS
VHF Radio
mariphone
mobilophone
Telephone 
direct and 
public lines
RECORDING 
all voice communications 
all system tracks 
on command
PREDICTION
expected congestion 
during next 4 hours
local tralTic situation 
after max. 15 minutes
VTMS EQUIPMENT
An overview of the 
) technology of the Vessel Traffic 
Management System. Clearly seen is 
the central position of the hardware 
which is to process the information 
supplied. The Port Coordinating 
Centre at the Hook of Holland, Botlek 
and City Traffic Management Centres 
will get two computers each. The 
letters DHS stand for Data Handling 
System
enter the traffic flow smoothly and 
safely.
To ensure that pilots, tugs and 
linesmen are used effectively, the 
HCC coordinates allocation of these 
resources on an ongoing basis. By 
taking the availability of the berth into 
account, overali waiting times can be 
reduced and the effectiveness of the
resources can be improved. Other 
tasks performed at the HCC concern 
the combatting of dangerous 
incidents, the production of periodic 
information with which the 
effectiveness of the over-all system 
can continually be evaluated, and 
support of the entire system.
The allocation of patrol vessels to 
traffic is an HCC task. These vessels 
are directed by Traffic Controllers 
from Traffic Centres placed at three 
key locations in the port. These Traffic 
Controllers are responsible for traffic 
control on a regional basis. A region 
consists of a number of sectors, each 
of which is manned by a Traffic 
Attendant. The Traffic Attendants 
communicate directly with the vessels 
moving, in their sector via VHF-radio, 
giving information and advice. When 
conditions warrant, the Traffic
Attendants pass commands from the 
Traffic Controllers to vessels in transit.
The technical system
The VTMS personnel are supported 
by an extensive technical system. 
Twenty-six radars, three radio 
direction-finders and various hydro- 
meteo sensors feed information into a 
Data Handling System. This system 
supplies tailored information to 
operational personnel via interactive 
computer terminals. The information 
for the Traffic Attendants and Traffic 
Controllers is fed to the work-stations, 
as shown in figure 3.
The ergonomic design of these 
work-stations, together with the very 
positive gains resulting from automatic 
tracking and data-processing, 
alleviate the rather serious mental­
loading problems, which came to light
Vessel Traffic SystemManagement
Figure 2,19
This picture, stripped 
of aii superfiuous information, shows 
what the operationai personnei wiii 
actuaiiy see. Computer-generated, it 
not oniy shows the positions and size 
of the vessels but also their names
Direct view of traffic at 
crKicai locations is an important 
supplement to data available on the 
displays. In various locations. Traffic 
Centres are being constructed which 
will allow personnel, seated at the 
work-stations, shown in figure 3, to 
oversee vessel traffic. One of the 
largest buildings is located in the 
Botlek area amid the petro-chemical 
industry.
The construction is well underway. 
The sketch shows the artist’s 
impression of the building when 
completed
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2.7.1.1 THE UALUE OF THE INFORIviATIDN .
In any society the information gives remarkable
services.
It allows:
- to have experiences without the real fact,
- to show samples,
- to illustrate some situations,
- to convince the staff,
- to motivate the staff,
- to keep on going a project, to modify it or to stop.
2.7.1.2 IviARITinE INFORIVIATIDM IN THE PORT.
In a port Information Service should cope with 
all reports about ;
- Research and investigation,
- Casualties,
- imO publications,
- National publications,
- Record of ships in the harbour,
- Inspection of ships,
- Other reports related to shipping activity.
What is important to know is that the efficien­
cy of the information is based upon precise details of 
datas and equipment for handling.
In this concept a best step has been made by what is so 
called "IviEflORANDUn D'ENTENTE DE PARIS'*.
It means a computer centre based in St Malo(France) to 
promote safety in harbour and sea environment for 14 
European countries.
The role is handling datas about:
- Seamen,
- Ships,
- Casualties,
The Informations are spread out to each country
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and one's know if the ship coming into the port, complies 
with the regulations or not and what are the failures 
prescribed or to be prescribed*
In this case again human factor interferes in the fact 
that the precise details and equipment handling are sub­
ject ^o training.
Bear in mind, a society without information 
centre is a mobile without brake!
See figure St Malo computer centre,Pgge BO; 61.
So far we have been talking about the maritime 
activities directly related to the harbour.
In safety matter we must deal with the environment to 
be sure we are safe. Let's then proceed to the following 
activities,
2,7,2 flARITIlviE EMTERPRISES,
The safety in the port depends not only on the 
port structure itself but every undertaking using the 
port area. For instance a shipping company.
In West Africa some shipping companies are spe­
cialized in timber export.
The timbers are stored in parks and towed by barge up 
to the loading ship. This operation utilizes the same 
area as number of the ships frequenting the port. 
Unfortunately the pilots of these barges have no mariti­
me background and their operation produce danger for the 
other ships, particularly by night,
2.7,2.1 HDW USEFUL IT IS TO HAVE A SATELLITE ON BOARD!
The density of the traffic,, the particular
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:0NTR0LES PAR L'ETAT DU PORT : ' 
assure le rassemb-lement et la dif­
fusion des informations sur les 
controles de sdcuritd des navires Strangers effectuSs dans les ports 
de 14 Stats europSens.
riTRES SECURITE :suit en permanence la situation des 
titres de sScuritS des navires fran- 
gais.
ACCIDENTS DU TRAVAIL :Studie sur le plan statistique les 
accidents individuels survenus & 
bord des navires de commerce.
Figure 2.20
TELEX A MEMOIRE POUR LA RECEPTION DES RAPPORTS DE VI8ITE
FUTURE APPLICATION GRAPHIQUE
A la fin de 1'annSe 1982, le 
CAAM sera dots d'un Squipement de 
traitement des infgrmations graphi- ques GRAFIXI (sur mini ordinateur 
MITRA 225] destinS & la saisie des 
donnSes topographiques du cadastre 
conchylicole et au dessin automati- 
que de ce cadastre sur traceur BEN­
SON.
TRACEUR AUTOMATIQUE Benson
Figure 2.21
-Bi­
tes travaux principalement orien- 
t4s au cours des cinq premiferes an- 
ndes vers la prise en charge et le , 
traitement- de trfes nombreuses informations 
relatives aux marins et aux na­
vi res,- des donndes sur les productions 
des peches >se sont par la suite diversifies 
et ont ete etendus 5 de nouveaux domaines tels que la sdcurite de la 
navigation, les dvfenements de mer, 
le conmerce maritime.
Parallelement les fichiers ini- 
tiaux crdds selon une organisation 
sdquentielle, ont dtd progressive- 
ment renndelds pour faciliter I'ac- 
cfes direct aux informations et per- inettre par la suite leur consulta­
tion et leur mise a jour a partir 
de term!naux.
Ainsi a dte crdde une base de 
donndes MARINS/NAVIRES gdrde par le 
logiciel “SOPHOCLE", distribud par 
CII-HB, associde a divers fichiers 
sdquentiels-inde/dS, ddpassant au
total un milliard d'octets, direc- 
tement accessibles au moyen du lo­
giciel de teIdtraitement "STRATEGE"
Cependant, en attendant que les 
principaux correspondents du CAAM puissent Itre dquipds de micro-or- 
dinateurs connectds ou de terminaux 
et que le centre dispose pour sa 
part d'une configuration suffisam- 
ment importante, les principaux travaux continuant a Itre effectuds 
par lots tant pour les entrdes de 
donndes que pour les traitements 
de sortie.
PRINCIPALES APPLICATIONS
Navires profesaionnels
BASE MARINS/NAVIRES PROFESSIONNELS : 
mdmorise toutes les informations 
relatives a 1'immatriculation des 
marins et des navires, donndes de 
base intervenant a I'occasion de trfes nombreux traitements flotamment 
pour les services extdrieurs du 
Ministlre de la Mer.
Marins
SERVICES DES MARINS : 
enregistre les services accomplis 
par les marins et^leur ouvrant des 
droits dans le domaine social ou professionnel (eriviron 800 millions 
d’octets sur disques).
Plaiaance
PLAISANCE :rassemble et traite les donndes re­
latives a 1'immatriculation des ba­
teaux, de plaisance quelque soit 
leur tonnage.
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circumstances of approach and the confined area of an 
•harbour, needs the ship to be fitted with good equipment. 
The choice of a device shall depend on the availability 
in the future and the accuracy set up by II'OO.
As following find out the accuracy of some devices 
according to R95:
R95 means the probability to be in the circle of the 
flost Probable Position(|v|PP) with a radius of 95?S confi­
dence.
- DECCA R95
- DIVIEGA R95
- LORAN C R95
- TRANSIT R95
- GPS(NAUSTAR) R95
0.4 nile 
3 m. 
0.4 ivi. 
0.5 |V]. 
0.1 PI
According to the world wide coverage of satellite 
and the high accuracy referred to NAU5TAR which will be 
operational by 1998, it is advisable for the safety point 
of view to have this device on board.
Of course the efficiency will depend on a well 
trained user. This gap will be covered by the Regional 
Maritime Academy in Abidjan(lvory Coast).
2.7.2.2 THE ADVANTAGE TO HAVE A UEATHER ROUTING BUREAU 
IN A SHIPPING COMPANY.
I wish for every navigation company in West 
Africa to be fitted with a weather routing bureau.
The bureau directed by ex-master should carry out the 
analyse of a passage planning and know exactly for a gi­
ven voyage. Which ship to apply and which captain to call?
This fact will contribute effectively to the 
safety of navigation.
Thus see How the Administrative chart should be like 
(following page, 63) .
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For a good benefit of the weather routing system in a 
company, a refreshment course should be taken at the 
Regional Flaritime Academy by those who are responsible 
for the service.
2.7,3 REFINgRY/ ..
A Refinery is a part of a port despite its 
location. In fact this is the point of supply the whole 
country of energy. That is to say the area which is in­
volved in tanker operation, vo an:< pomf h ifj
bno^'c G4 Ska • aH tbc p^nhs mijsf pf'if ^
under c&nhir&'^ed 6Ab * f
2.7.5.1 HDUJ VITAL TRAINING BECDFIES IN TANKER OPERATION _!.
The world keeps on developing and the energy 
demand is increasing a lot.
To satisfy this demand, the tanker size has increased 
and they are fitted with sophisticated eguipment.
As you know oil operation is source of many accidents, 
. failures at sea and ashore simply because?
- The material is either flammable or toxic, or 
both. Creating thus hazards to life, through explosion 
or leaks,
- Danger of pollution of the environment.
- Problems may be encountered in cleaning the 
cargo spaces,
- Special materials may have to be used in cargo 
tank construction.
The training of the staff is still on development. 
However it needs to be reinforced when referring to some 
accidents,
IFIO noticed the situation and has developed a lot of efforts 
through the formulation of the International Convention 
on Standards of training, Certification and Watchkeeping 
for seafarers 1978(STCW 1978) and Marpol 73/78 to avoid 
the vital danger.
Despite of those efforts danger exists here and
there
6 ^ ^
A BiOT/lN pOl?T ~COA'>J^
(^Vridi ccwaQ .
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Recently the cataclysm in Mexico, Nov/ember 19th 1984, 
which killed several people.
That means clearly each country must not only 
understand and comply with the message of IMO for safety 
but make the necessary effort to reinforce safety.
The task is not easy for developing countries, but the 
solution- should be to meet each other and organize a 
proper training in a Regional maritime academy,
2,7,4 OIL PRODUCTION,
2,7,4,1 HISTORY AND SAFETY TO BE APPLIED,
In the past Nigeria and Gabon were the only oil 
producer in West Africa,
The unfavourable conjuncture due to the 1973 
crisis obliged some countries to multiply their efforts 
in oil production research.
Fortunately new oil wells have been discovered 
in the following countries:
- Ivory Coast,
- Ghana,
- Benin,
- Cameroun,
- Congo,
- Zaire,
They are not all in operation, however it is 
time to think about the drawback of this activity.
It is obviously that these new wells have increa­
sed the volume of risks and the probability of pollution 
in the environment.
The danger is more threatening if the well is 
located in coastal water not so far from inhabitants or
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close to port entrance.
So safety measures must be carried out:
- warning to all ships with regard to the zone delimita 
tion,
- give regularly the position of the platform,
- comply with the international and national rules,
- regular control of the waterplane to avoid pollution,
- provide helicoptere,
- solid communication with safety centre shorebased,
- provide a well trained staff,
- provide tugs with motor pump extinguishers ready to 
interfere in case of emergency.
Overall, safety concept consists of:
- good knowledge of safety equipment,
- know how to use the equipment,
- quick reaction of the personnel.
To meet these qualities, a regular 
training and refresher course are essential in a sure 
centre as an academy which can provide the necessary 
courses for that purpose.
What we have been talking so far concerned 
interior safety aspect. Lets now look into the exterior 
safety aspect; in otherwords what safety for the coastal 
water.
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2.8 COASTAL UATERS .
the littoral zone at 12 miles and the economic zone at 
2D0 miles. This domain constitutes for a riparian a coas­
tal zone which provides a lot of interests. However it 
presents dangerous sectors as: rocks, shallow water,, 
current, heavy traffic, harbour entrance.
Therefore it is necessary to protect navigation by ins­
tallation of the following equipment at appropriate points,
- DIFFEREWTIAL.
That is a receiver and emetter station. It has the advan­
tage to receive the signals from master station, corrects 
them and spreads them with accuracy. It is quite good 
for harbour entrance and heavy traffic zone,
- DECCA.
It has a range of 250 miles. It is good to make a land­
fall.
- GONIO
With its directional quality, it is good for harbour 
entrance,
- RADAR X-Band(3 cm) and S-Band(l0 cm ) , Both for 
coastal watchkeeping,
- LIGHTHOUSES AND BUOYS WITH RACON.
These are devices to maintain the normal situa­
tion.
In the case of emergency a specialized team as 
the COASTGUARD dimension is needed.
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2.8.1 COASTGUARD,
2.8.1.1 UJHY A COASTGUARD TEAn.?
The coastal waters constitute a national border 
and according to its trade character, a powerful protec­
tion is desirable;
- to ensure safety,
- to establish regulations,
- to prevent smuggling,
- to prevent illegal immigration,
- to regulate fishing,
- to establish Search and Rescue,
- to ensure investigation,
- to make radio report in English language for obtaining 
information of the ships before arrival,
- to avoid pollution,
2.8.1.2 HDU COASTGUARD EDUCATION SHOULD BE ORGANIZED ?
In the United States of America, Coastguard is 
located in the department of transport,. But in this con­
text I would like to leave the reference ministry open 
for each government(to make his own choice). However^ 
what is necessary is the instruction to be given. That 
imposes an alternative;
1) Coastguard staff may come directly from navy and 
complete their course in Plerchant [Marine Academy;
2) They may come from Merchant Marine Academy and complete 
their course in navy.
Anyway their performance(day to day work) will 
not be affected by military work at the end of their study. 
However they will be able to joint the navy in the case 
of national emergency.
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2.8.1.3 COASTGUARD EQUIPPOENT.
Outside the control of the coastal equipment, 
the staff will be able to perform with the following ap­
pliances:
- boats,
- aircraft,
- life saving appliances,
- communication equipments,
- automobiles,
2,8,2 |Y1ARITII>1E RESEARCH INSTITUTE,
In addition to the safety administration we 
have to consider a special department which will cooperate 
closely with the Academy, the Shipping companies, and 
the Navy for the purpose of research.
That Research Department will carry out all the 
researchs^concerning supply of ships in the company and 
those concerning a given ship for a particular area in 
order to study all the ship behaviour and characteristics.
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3 HOW SHORT IS SAFETY NOW !
This chapter is focussed on lUORY COAST as example 
among others to ensure the evolution of some means and 
systems laid down to serve navigation and consequently 
to improve safety,
3,1 lUORY COAST.
The Republic of Ivory Coast lies between lati­
tudes 4®30'and 10°30^North and longitudes Z^’SO^and 9'^West, 
having a total area of 322,000 sq.kms on the Western sea­
board of Africa, Roughly quadrilateral in shape, Ivory 
Coast is horded by Liberia and Guinea to the West, Mali 
and Upper Volta to the North, and Ghana to the East,
The population exceeds 8 million with major centers lo­
cated at Abidjan, Bouake, Daloa, Korhogo, and San-Pedro, 
The principal ports are Abidjan and San-Pedro,
Ivory Coast's territorial sea extends to 12 miles and 
the exclusive economic zone to 200 miles(Law No, 77-926),
3,2 LIGHTHOUSES AND NAVIGATION EQUIPMENTS FOR 
COASTAL WATER IN IVORY COAST.
Chart of Africa and Ivory Coast, figures page 71; 72; 73 ,
You see that Ivory Coast enjoys on the West Afri­
can coast a 500 km long maritime stretch along the Atlan- 
tique Ocean, precisely along the Gulf of Guinea,
To West of Sassandra this coast is strewed of 
reefs and rocks. From the mouth of Cavally to Bereby, 
those rocks are not far from the shore,about one mile.
On the other hand from Bereby to San—Pedro,they move off­
shore and become dangerous in the fact they are covered 
of three or four metres of water.Then this zone of the 
coast has a bad reputation.
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From San-Pedro rocks and reefs become scarce except off­
shore of Dreiuin and Sassandra. From Sassandra to Assinie 
you can find none but the coast remainds in a straight 
line.
It is obviously to set up lighthouses to ensure 
safety of navigation and to locate anchorage zones as 
well as Kru recruiting,
Kru are people specialized in timber operation.
Thus the situation of lighthouses are following since 
1970 up today:
-Electrical lighthouse the range of which is 15 miles 
is located at Tabou;
- Gaz lighthouse the range of which is 10 miles is located 
at Sassandra;
- Gaz lighthouse the range of which is 10 miles is loca­
ted at Grand-Lahou;
- Electrical lighthouse the range of which is 30 miles 
is located at Port-Bouet(Abidjan);
- Electrical lighthouse the range of which is 13 miles 
is located at San-Pedro;
And of course the lights guidering the entrance of the 
port of Abidjan and San-Pedro,
Despite of those efforts we have assisted number 
of miserable events on the coast and around;
Date Name of ship 
and/or type
Event Remarks
1960/1/15
1960/3/7
INTRIGANT
a Trawler
grounding
grounding
at Bassam, total 
at Gonzaville,
total loss.
loss
1960/A/17
1960/9/1
URANIE, trawler
FRANCE LIBRE
grounding
grounding
at Lagos, total loss, 
at Gd Lahou, total
loss.
Date
1960 /4/24
1960/11/25
1960/12/28
1961/1/18
1961/2/14
1961/3/13
1962/3/1
1962/2/4
1962/6/23
1962/7/8
1962/8/16
1963/4/23
1963/4/23
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Name of ship 
and/or type
EBONOU, barge 
and passenger bos'!:
GAHOU ASSAGNA 
& IMPREUU
JOSEPH LAURENT, 
trawler
GUANETSA 
& CRESUS
LAUZANA
& passenger boat
FREUN FEYDEL 
& UAL-DE SAIRE
ALZA-FIUTHILA 
& SATURNINO
GENERAL DUFOUR
DEL. VALLE 
& NI3STRADAF1US
BANDIALA, fishing 
boat
LANZDNA 
& a dug
BERNIERE, cargo 
ship
ALBATROS 
Sc LAISSE-LES-DIRE
collision
collision
grounding
collision
collision
collision
collision
collision
grounding
collision
grounding
collision
grounding
collision
Remarks
in lagoon
damages
total loss.
total loss of both,
in lagoon, damages,
loss of VAL-DE SAIRE
at Bassam, loss of 
ALZA-nUTHILA.
Uridi CcRc'!.
loss of NOSTRADAl^lUS.
at Ghana, total loss,
in lagoon, 3 men died
Uridi canal, damages,
damages.
kc
19£
19i
19
119
IE
1E
1!
1
1
1
4
T 1
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fne of ship 
d/or type
AINE TABOU
RIE, tug boat 
CHORE, cargo 
lip
;UR DES ILES, 
raiuler
IDA & NIAPQE, 
ishing boat
Event
grounding
collision
Remarks
grounding
collision
total loss.
in lagoon, damages.
CEANO-NOX, trauLer groundin3 total loss
OPHAITEY 
a dug
:G0ELAi\ID, traufle
collision
r grounding
5AINT BLOI, 
:rauler
CITRON ROGER DUPU 
trawler
APILLON DES UAGUjES collision 
SAINT JULIEN
Assinie, total loss.
to Uridi West, loss 
of NIAME
grounding
Y grounding
LBATROS, fishinc 
boat
■ROPICAL & BINGO 
fishing boat
grounding
collision
Uridi canal, loss 
of the dug,
towards West coast, 
damages,
towards West coast, 
total loss,
Sierra-Leone, total 
loss,
Uridi canal, loss 
of SAINT JULIEN.
West of Bassam,
at the fishing harbour 
loss of BINGO,
Date
- - - - - - - - - - - - - r
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Name of ship 
and/or type
Event Remarks
1966/11/30 _0CH, cargo ship
& ODER
collision at St Anne buoy,
loss of LOCH,
1967/1/19 riARSOUIN, trawler grounding at East of Gd Lahou,
total loss.
1967/1/19 SATURNINO, fishin
boat
3 grounding at East of Tema,
total loss.
1967/3/1 URIDI, tug boat capsize in lagoon.
1967/3/16 ATLANTIK, German 
cargo ship
Engine broke
down
in Uridi canal.
1967/5/17 THISBE,French 
cargo ship
touched
seabed
at Blutche
damages.
1967/8/22 (^AFDU, fishing
boat
grounding at "3 cocotiers"
1967/12/3 FRANI^OISE, trawle r grounding West of Sassandra
at 12 miles, damages.
1967/12/8
1967/12/9
CAOKYU rOARU
& CARDINAL RICHEL
RESSAC & KAPIBA
trawlers
collision
lEU
collision
in Uridi canal,
damages.
1967/12/21 RAFIOT Sc MISTRAL
fishing boat
collision damages, ;
1968/4/5 FRANCOIS AMIRAL
fishing boat
grounding at 10 miles of Uridi
West, total loss.
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Date Name of ship 
and/or type
Event Remarks
1968/5/4 ELEPHANT DES MERS
trawler
grounding at Cotonou(Benin),
total loss.
1968/5/21 GOLITCHA
& GAIMOUSSAILLON
collision fishing boats, event
at 3 miles offshore
of 3 ”cocotiers",
1968/6/2 MINILIA & SAND
fishing boats
collision at West of Vridi
The analyse of this figure calls the following 
comments;
- The lighthouses are not enough,
- The lighthouses are not relatively close to permit the 
fixing points. Or the intensity of lighthouses needs change
- The Hydrographic service must be developed and suffi­
ciently equiped,
- Electronic navigation as Decca is welcome,
- Radar shorebased is welcome too to deal with Vessel 
Traffic Management Service and help the establishment 
of Search and Rescue Service,
In a.simple word, a system of coastal equipment should be re 
vTsed^r^ quite clear that the organization of such 
program involves training which the Regional Maritime 
Academy will be able to cope,
3,3 THE PORT OF ABIDJAN,
3.3,1 HOIV IMPORTANT THE ABIDJAN PORT IS Dfl THE WEST
AFRICAN COAST !
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3,3,1 HPy IFIPORTANT THE ABIDJAN PORT IS ON THE WEST 
AFRICAN COAST !
The port of Abidjan is located at latitude 5®North 
_ /and longitude West,
The port of Abidjan provides 1000 ha uaterplane 
entirely marked u/ith a depth over 15m, The port can today 
handle over BO commercial vessels at at a time and offers:
- 28 general cargo berths,
- 3 terminals including a container terminal, a fruit termi 
nal and a timber terminal as well as specialized berths 
for oil product, fertilizers, etc,,,
-18 offshore berths,
- 17 mooring buoys,
Moreover, contrary to what obtains at most big 
ports with a traffic generally dominated, at times up to 
80^ by one or two kinds of specialized traffic(hydrocar- 
bon, minerals or others), the Abidjan port has the pri 
vilege of recording a constant traffic of general cargo 
quite above that of specialized goods.
The following figures have thus been quoted for 1981 and 
1982,
TOTAL TRAFFICGENERALSPECIALIZED
1981 8,282,000 tonnes 5,.312,262 tonnes 2,970,538 tonne
.1982 7,995,476 tonnes 4,858,433 tonnes 3,137,043 tonnes
Thus, every year, over 60^ of the Abidjan port 
traffic is composed of general cargo which have made the 
port the number one of all trading ports of the Atlantic 
coast of the African continent.
Since it is a fact that nearly 90^ of the Inter­
national trade of the Ivory Coast handled by only the 
Abidjan port, according to the accepted expression, the 
activities of this port have always been considered.
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in small way, as the true picture of the overall economy,
" the BAROrOETRE OF THE NATIONAL ECONOI'IY ”,
3,3,2 ACTUAL STRUCTURE TO RECEIl/E SHIPS.
3.3.2.1 TRAFFIC BEACONS.
The Port of Abidjan is build upon lagoon connected 
to sea through a canal of 2,700 km long, 370 metres breadth, 
11 to 15 m deep. Two converged jettys reduce a bit the 
entrance of the canal which is controled by very good ' 
navigation lights. There are lights and buoys all long 
the canal which leads to the ”Ebrie Lagoon” providing 1000 Ili4 
waterplane entirely marked,
3.3.2.2 SH0REBA5ED RADAR IN THE HARBOUR.
Over years the harbour is still operating with 
one main conventional radar di&SP^thB development, of the 
Port and the Increasing of traffic density.
Today, we should notice the rapid advance of 
technology and understand that in some aspect it displays 
a lot of advantages. For instance people are dealing with 
ARPA(A'utomatic Radar Plotting Aid),. This set is quicker 
than man and can give you information about 40 targets 
a time.
I think the establishment of such device in 
addition to \/TFlS(Vessel Traffic Planagement System) at 
sensitive points of the harbour as canal, fairway,heavy 
traffic area, and so on, will permit to improve signifi­
cantly safety of navigation. As a matter of fact, the cap­
tain, the pilot should not be the only one having the task 
of navigation but they should be helped by the port which 
I think should be able to control any mobile within the 
Walls and environment.
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Houiever some states can put out this question:
My fairway or canal is short; I have no heavy traffic in
the coastal water,
should I need VTMS or ARPA ?
The answer is YES,
Let's assume a collision occurs.
The VTMS operator could easily :
- contact Search and Rescue Service,
- contact fire brigade,
- give precise informations,
- and in court it would be possible to reconstruct the 
situation by playing back with a recorder.
On the other hand the situation will be kept in informa­
tion service and played for training sothat to prevent 
similar accident next time.
Of course a well trained staff is necessary to 
reach the goal,
3,3,3 IS THE NUMBER OF TUGS RELATED TO THE NUMBER OF SHIPS ?
URA(Union des Remorqueurs D'Abidjan), a tug boat 
society, is operating with four tugs. This figure is cer­
tainly very low facing the actual development of the port 
and gives reason to the incidents occured at the oil tan­
ker wharfs located on the East bank of the l/ridi canal:
June 12th, 1969, an oil tanker T/S»UASUM” deaweight 32,300T. 
When mancHJvring, the new rope broke and cut away a sailor's 
both legs, the wounded sailor died after few hours.
In June 2Ath, 1973 another oil tanker when mooring, the 
rope broke and fouled the propeller.
So, my question to answer the above one is:
Why they have not taken two tugs for such manca/vres ?
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Finally it is clear that a planning to assist big vessel 
should envisage at least two tugs. And that fact calls 
an increasing of number of tugs.behind which training is 
necessary,
3,3..4 DROGUE SERWICE.
This service is ensured by two dredgers capable 
to dredge only 6 to 8 metres outside the harbour waterplane , 
The dredger recently got, which can dredge upto 12 metres 
of depth, is the single one to serve the port,
A quick view moreover shows that the divisions 
as Meteorology, Topography and Oceanography are existing 
but need a bit reinforcement.
The Governments should not be afraid of spending 
money in such scientific divisions which seem to be appa­
rently small but have great effect in maritime economy,
3,3,5 5URWEY CORPORATION.
Let's look into the four following events before 
any comment.
Date Ship name & type Event Remarks
1962/2/3 GOLITCHA, 
fishing boat
leakage total loss.
1964/8/17 NICOLAS, trawler leakage total loss
1964/8/27 LISTAD, fishing
boat
leakage total loss.
1968/1/2 MARI-LOUISE, sinking alongside the berth.
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The questions coming into mind are:
- Were the ships inspected ?
- Did the inspection meet the requirements ?
- What is the inspector qualification ?
An important fact which is the cause of casualty 
very often is the quality of the inspection or the quali­
fication of the inspector,.
By qualification of the inspector, I don't mean only the 
scientific knowledge of soni’eone, but I emphasize : How 
far the man is responsible to carry out his job ? Has he
the professional conscience ?
Today, there is no doubt to clear with this lack 
of competency and the human factor. As a matter of fact 
the Regional Maritime Academy of Abidjan, close to you, 
in addition to that, The World Maritime University in 
Malmb are widely open to cover this gap,
3,3.-6 SAFETY ORGANIZATION,
3.3.6.1 STRUCTURE OF FIRE FIGHTING AND DANGEROUS GOODS 
SERWICE,
See figure 3,4 page 85 ,
As you see the configuration doesn't show an
important strure of safety.
The organization,related to Harbour master's 
office the scope of which is limited to the interior of 
the harbour, suffers of lack of materials and competency 
against the port expansion and variety of cargo types,
3.3.6.2 MATERIALS,
The following first assistance materials are 
not yet available:
- Watertank lorry,
- Communication vehicle.
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- Pollution clean boat,
- Fire fighting boat,
Mevertheless fire fighting service is now ensured by the 
tug boats,
3,3,6,3 THE STAFF,
The organization has been serving the port of 
Abidjan with a slender human resource,
3,3,6,A ADFIINISTRATION CHART OF THE ABIDJAN PORT AUTHORITY, 
Figure 3,5 page 67 ,
3,3,7 THE FlINISTRY PLAN OF INTERUENTION,
Since the creation of Harine Fiinistry in Ivory 
Coast led by his excellency Sir, LAMINE FADIKA, so many 
problems have been solved. The last but not least is the 
creation of ABIDJAN CONUENTIDN, October 1st, 1984; which 
embodied twelve states (Benin, Congo, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, 
Guinea, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Flauritania, Nigeria, Senegal, 
and Togo),
This Convention aims for co-operation in the 
protection and development of the marine and coastal en­
vironment of the West and Central African region. Today, 
only five countries (Ivory Coast, Guinea, Senegal, Togo 
and Cameroun) have ratified; a sixth -is required for entry 
into force.
However the convention is already operating 
in Ivory Coast through the creation named"CIPDMAR" under 
decree No,84-277 of March 14th, 1984,
CIPDMAR means, Centre Ivoirien de Surveillance 
Continue du Milieu Marin et Lagunaire et de Lutte contre 
les Pollutions Marines et Lagunaires;
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Inotherujords CIPOFIAR is defined as Ivorian Centre of Con— 
tinous Watching of Plarine and Lagoon Domain and Combating 
Marine and Lagoon Pollution,
At the ministerial level is the Service Autonome de L En- 
vironnement(SAMARPOL), charged with the promotion and 
coordination of actions to protect the ocean and lagoon 
environment.
The operational arm of SAMARPDL is CIPROMAR,
Due to the urgent call of safety establishment 
the Minister of Marine found better to staff entirely 
CIPOMAR of Marine National personnel.
It appears that the need of Coastguard school 
within the Academy project is then- clear for both natio­
nal and regional level.
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4 THE REGIONAL ACADEMY OF 5CIEMCE5 AND SEA TECHNIQUES,
A TOOL TO SUPPLY SOLUTION TO PROnOTE SAFETY INTO RESPECTIVE 
COUNTRIES*
This fchapter deals with the capability of the 
flaritime Academy in Abidjan to satisfy the regional need,
4,1 HISTORY.
Having consired the necessity to train person­
nel for both shore and sea for the African fleet develop­
ment ,
Taking into consideration the urgent training 
of African personnel,
The Ministerial Conference of West and Central 
African countries have decided to establish two Regional 
Academiest One in Abidjan for the French speaking countries, 
the other in Accra for English speaking countries.
The first agreement was set up in Abidjan in
May 1975.
This decisionhas been confirmed at
— the second Conference in 1976 at Douala(Cameroun)
— the third Conferenve in 1977 at Accra(Chana)
— the fourth Conference in 1978 at Dakar(Senegal),
4.2 THE BUILDING OF THE ACADEMY.
The place, offered by Ivory Coast has been care­
fully studied by a special commission. And in 1978 this 
place is chosen at NIANGON LDKOA, See figure(following page),
A place of 150 hectares will accomodate the 
Academy .IT could accomodate other maritime establishment 
whether national or regional. It is located 17 kms from 
West of Abidjan on ’*EBRIE LAGOON" border. It is connec­
ted to town by an express road. The lagoon will be dredged
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to allow the training boats to sail upto sea, 
4,3 HDiii IMPORTANT THE ACADEPIY IS !
The United Nations Development Program(UNDP) 
assists the Academy, The International r^aritime Organi- 
zation(inO) is the agency responsible for the execution 
of the program of the United Nations,
The assistance provided by IHIO to the Academy, instrument 
of the Ministerial Conference, leads to an excellent coo­
peration and good coordination for pedagogy matter.
In this context, the pedagogy will be conformed to the 
international standard based upon IMO covention on training 
and safety of life at sea.
The Academy will be fitted with all facilities 
necessary to train any seafarer from sailor to master 
degree and responsible people involved in shipping com­
panies ashore,
4,3,1 MEMBERS OF THE ACADEMY.
the Academy of Abidjan is planed for nine coun­
tries, They are: Benin, Cameroun, Ivory Coast, Congo, 
Gabon, Mauritania, Senegal, Togo, Zaire,
It should be noticed that Centrafrica, Mali 
and Niger sent already students in the existing school, 
Cap-Uert and Guinea-Bissau, members of the ministerial 
conference, have expressed their interest to the Academy,
4,3,2 THE DIFFERENT SCHOOLS LJITHIN THE ACADEMY.
The study commission in charge of the planning 
of the academy decided that, at the opening, it should 
be able to carry out three main schools:
- Maritime Education and Apprenticeship College(College
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de 1'Enseignement et de l'ftpprentissage f'laritime, CEAOl) 
which will ensure the training of officers at low level 
for Merchant Marine and Fishing,
- Advanced Navigational Study School(Ecole Superieure 
de Navigation, ESN)
Designated to train officers at high level including master, 
chief engineers and radio officers for Merchant Marine 
ships,
- Advanced School of Maritime Transport(Ecole Superieure 
des Transports Maritimes, ESTM),
For training of sedentary managers in shipping companies, 
port authority and other administrations.
In addition to that, three other schools could 
be set up eventually. They are;
- Training Centre for professional people involved in 
shipping like Stevedoring, handling and dockers'activity 
(CFPTM, Centre de Formation Professionnelle des Transports 
Maritimes),
- Coastguard School(Ecole des Gardes Cotes, EGC), 
designated to train people for the control, search and 
rescue'of the coastal waters,
- Fishing School(Centre de Formation Halieutique, CFH), 
designated to train high qualified people in fishing 
including instructors and managers in fishing companies,
4,3,3 THE PROGRAMME,
At the end of year 1978 two experts at high 
level have been pointed by IMO to study in details all 
the programs of the academy in order that fulfils the 
International Convention of 1978 on Standard of Training, 
Certificate, and liJatchkeeping(STCW 1978) which was adop­
ted in July 1978 by a Conference of IMO, and with requirements
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of conventions concerning safety of life at sea.
Remark that outside the theory couses at school, 
regular visits should be paid with all maritime sectors 
folloiued by sketches and practical explanations. They 
uiill content;
- Visit to ships to study loading and unloading operation 
with regard to stowage;
- Visit to quays to study handling system concerning 
general cargoes, containers and oil operation;
- Visit to consignees to follow all the administration 
process during days;
- Visit to customs;
- Visit to Ivorian Liner Conferences(OIC, Office Ivoirien 
des Chargeurs) where Attention should be drawn oev sharing 
cargo and other relevant matter.
During these visits emphasis should be put on 
practical side than observer side.
At the end of their study all the students 
should be able to deal well with English language.
There is no doubt that the Regional Academy 
in Abidjan will be the first one in the world the training 
programs of which comply with the recent international 
norms,
4,3,4 THE EQUIPI^EMTS,
Here are the principal modern equipments to 
be fitted in the academy(some are already done),
- Navigation radar simulator
- English laboratory
- Classical navigation equipments
- Radioelectronic navigation equipments
- Hyperbolic navigation equipments
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- Planetarium
- Library,
WORKSHOPS AND LABORATORIES.
A Electricity 
B Electronic
C Automation
D Welding, Boiler forge 
1 , Engine tools 
2, Other equipments
E Workshop for analysis
F Fluidity
In addition :
Engine rooms
Radio training facilities
Maritime technic and sailor's workshop
Television and projector set
Training vessels
Tanker training facilities
Firefighting centre,
A,3,5 THE CAPACITY OF THE ACADE|V|Y.
The capacity is set up for 536 students,.
All the students particularly in nautical side should 
be accomodated,
A,3,6 RECRUITING,
The students are recruited at French Scienti- 
fic.._Baccalaureat level.
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The African professors are recruited at master 
level with sea experiences whether by competitive exami­
nation or selected to be trained for two years course 
in the World Maritime University in Malmd/Sweden.
The Academy is running now with European pro­
fessors or professors sent by UI\IDP(United Nations Deve­
lopment Program),.
4,3,7 SYLLABUS REFERRED TO MASTER AND CHIEF ENGINEER 
TRAINING,
4,3,7,1 TRAINING OF MASTER SEAGOING SHIP,
1st SCHOOL YEAR,
List of the courses,
GENERAL EDUCATION
- Mathematic/ Computer 
“ Physic
- Law
- Gymnastic
- English
NAUTICAL EDUCATION 
~ Navigation
- Cosmography(Celestial Navigation)
- Naval Architecture 
-• Safety
- Ships Techniques for applied to sailor and practical 
sailing on boat,
ELECTROMECHANIC EDUCATION 
-• Technology
- Electronic
- Drawing
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NAUTICAL EDUCATION
- Navigation
- Nautical calculus
- P'lap work
- Instrument(ujorkshop)
- Radar simulation
- Ship stability and trim
- Ship handling
- Flancajvre
- Safety
- f'^eteo^ology
- Rules of the road(Collision Regulation)
- Engine
Others
- I^lark concerning student's behaviour
- Meanwhile some certificates are required at the end 
of the 3rd year in addition to the diploma of cadet. 
The diploma of cadet is issued at the end of 3rd year 
after examination, the average mark of which is 12/20, 
The student should get 36 months of seatime before the 
4th year,
4th SCHOOL YEAR
GENERAL EDUCATION
- Shipping management
- English
- Sanitation
- Law
NAUTICAL EDUCATION
- Navigation
- Nautical calculus
- Map work
Ship stability and trim
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- Ships' strength 
~ Safety
~ Meteorology
- Rules of the road(Collision Regulation)
- MancHiv/re
- Report
f
ELECTROMECHANIC EDUCATION 
~ Engine
- Automation
Others
The average mark required to get Master seagoing diploma 
is 12/20
Meaniuhile some certificates are required after specialized 
training:
1, Sanitation and medical aids,
2, Radiocommunication,
3, Search and rescue,
A, Fire fighting.
A.3.7.2 TRAINING OF CHIEF ENGINEER , 1st CLASS SEAGOING SHIP
1st SCHOOL YEAR
List of the courses
general EDUCATION
- Mathematic/Computer
- Physic
- Law
- English
- Gymnastic
electromechanic education
- Mechanic
~ Thermodynamic
- Industrial drawing
- Technology 
~ Workshop
NAUTICAL EDUCATION
- Navigation
- Naval architecture
- Safety
- Ship techniques applied to sailor and practical sailing 
on boat.
Others
- f'lark concerning student'sbehaviour
- Sea initiation period(8 weeks) 
Average mark: 12/20
2nd SCHOOL YEAR ,
GENERAL EDUCATION
- flathematic /Computer
- English
“• Gymnastic
ELECTROPIECHANIC EDUCATION
- Engine(Propeller and auxiliaries)
- WechanicC IS MEC 202 )
- Resistance of materials
- Flowing of fluids
- Drawing and industrial construction
- Technology
- Electronic
~ Electrotechnic
- Workshop
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NAUTICAL EDUCATION
- Naual architecture
Others
- ['lark concerning student^ s behaviour
- Seatime(4 months)
■Ird SCHOOL YEAR
GENERAL EDUCATION
- English
- Gymnastic
COURSES FOCUSSED ON MECHANIC
- English
- Termodynamic
- Flowing of fluids
- Resistance of materials
- Drawing
NAUTICAL EDUCATION
- Naval architecture
- Ship stability and trim
- Safety
Others
- Mark concerning student's behaviour
- Average mark : 12/20
4th SCHOOL YEAR
GENERAL EDUCATION
- English
- Mathematic
- Law
- Shipping management
- Sanitation
- Library and self research.
-loS-
ELECTROFlECHAfMIC EDUCATIOM
- Diesel motor
- Steam installation
- Auxiliaries
- Electrotechnic
- Electronic.
- Safety
- Report •
A.3.7.3 FLDUJ CHART CONCERNING TRAINING OF FASTER AND 
CHIEF ENGINEER.
See Figure page -103
4.3.7.4 ADMINISTRATIVE CHART OF THE RESIDNJiL ACADEMY
See Figure page 104
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5 CONCLUSIOM
5^1 It appears clearly that the" need for
training in West and Central Africa region is commen 
dable.
5,2 A Regional Academy is far a unique
solution to improve safety in the region and to in 
crease the efficiency of navigation.
5,3 The Governments involved in the pro
ject of the Regional Academy have to consider it 
as an integral part of their overall development 
activities in order to concentrate great efforts 
for the realization.
5.4 For the developing countries who have 
slender resources, a regional academy is suitable 
to meet the requirement of technology and interna­
tional agreements,
5.5 The project of the Academy is so 
interesting that it reinforces the African solida­
rity for establishing a good understanding in the 
region.
Finally the Academy seems to have got 
an international dimension and will be able to satis­
fy the need of the countries involved.
5,6
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6 RECOnOTENDATION.
6.1 The realization of the Regional Academy 
should be done as soon as possible,
6.2 The project of the academy shall maintain 
the creation of Coastguard school,
6.3 Buoys fitted with racon are suitable in 
West African coast which is not good reflector,
6.4 Pill oil tanker operation zones should be 
far away from general traffic, well defined and 
well protected,
6.5 A Vessel Traffic Planagement System(\/TI'1S) 
and a Centre of Informations by computer are desi­
rable in West Africa,-
6.6 Regional meeting and organizations are 
one of the means to cover the gap between developed 
and developing countries.
